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Abstract

This paper presents the design and a preliminary implementation of sfiCAN: a physical fault injector for the CAN field-bus that allows the creation of a great variety of complex fault scenarios. The fault injector replaces the CAN bus topology with a star topology, whose central element is a hub with fault injection mechanisms. The fault injector is easily configured, with great flexibility, from a PC connected to a dedicated port of the hub. For this it uses a fault-injection specification, which is translated to a configuration protocol on top of CAN. This protocol is only used in-between fault injection tests and therefore does not interfere with the execution of any test. The purpose of the fault injector is to test the behavior of the nodes of a CAN network in the presence of channel errors, in particular, of the nodes’ CAN controllers and the software executing on them, for which the star topology is transparent.

1. Introduction

Controller Area Network (CAN) [5] is a widely used field bus often deployed for distributed embedded systems (DES) in harsh environments. Although CAN includes several mechanisms to make it robust to such environments, faults in the network still occur. Thus, in critical applications, a precise study of the system response to such faults is needed. For this, fault injection, which consists in generating artificial faults, is particularly useful.

The artificial faults may be generated in a simulated model of the system or in a physical prototype. The former has the advantage that it can be tested before a prototype is available, but it is less realistic and accurate. Thus, for critical systems, it is highly recommended to evaluate the system with physical fault injection once a prototype is available. This evaluation should particularly include the nodes of the DES, which should be as similar as possible to the production ones. Specifically, the DES should be evaluated with the production software deployed to the nodes. Moreover, the behavior of the system should be evaluated under a variety of faults, which may include complex and/or unlikely fault scenarios, such as inconsistent faults, i.e., faults that affect some nodes but not others. As far as we know, at the time of this writing, no fault injector for CAN exists that satisfies these requirements. This paper presents the design and a preliminary implementation of a physical fault injector for CAN to satisfy them.

The Star-based physical Fault Injector for CAN, sfiCAN, is based on a star topology for CAN, which is transparent from the nodes’ point of view. Figure 1 shows the high-level architecture of the fault-injection infrastructure. Each node is connected to a hub, where a fault-injection module resides, by means of a dedicated link comprised of an uplink and a downlink. A node’s CAN controller is connected to the node’s link by two CAN tranceivers using a configuration identical to the one in CANcentrate [2]. Inside the hub a coupler module implements CAN’s wired-AND function by performing the logical AND of the uplink signals and then broadcasting the result through all downlinks. Logically this implements a CAN bus, but with the advantage that local faults can be injected into the nodes with enough granularity to only affect an incoming or outgoing signal. The hub also contains a CAN Module. Its function is to observe the coupled signal, output by the coupler module, and to provide to the fault-injection module a set of signals indicating which bit within which bit field is currently broadcast. If other modules are added to the hub, the fault injector can also be used for more advanced CAN star topologies, e.g., if CANcentrate’s fault-treatment module [2] is added, the fault injector can be used to inject faults into a CANcentrate network.

The hub has a dedicated port to which a personal computer (PC) is connected. The corresponding link is not separated into an up- and downlink since no faults are injected into the PC’s link. Moreover, this allows connecting the PC to the hub using an off-the-shelf CAN controller board.

The purpose of connecting the PC to the hub is to easily configure the fault-injection module. This is possible since this module is an instance of a network configurable component (NCC), i.e., a component connected to the network that can receive its configuration from this network.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 5 describes the operating modes of an NCC and Section 6 how the configuration to be applied to the fault-injection module is specified. Section 7 briefly overviews the implementation of this module. Section 8 describes an example fault injection and Section 9 related work. Finally, Section 10 concludes this paper and points to future work.
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2. Operating modes of an NCC

A network configurable component can work in four modes: the configuration mode, the idle mode, the wait-for-whistle mode, and the execution mode.

An NCC enters the configuration mode when the PC broadcasts a configuration-mode frame. This frame has an identifier of the highest priority reserved to be transmitted exclusively by the PC.

During the configuration mode the PC typically transmits configuration commands encoded in CAN frames. Moreover, each NCC is identified uniquely by an NCC identifier (NCC ID). This ID is a regular CAN identifier, but during the configuration mode it is interpreted as an NCC ID. This allows configuration commands to be sent to a particular component without that command being interpreted by another one, i.e., unicast addressing. Moreover, the CAN IDs can be used by the nodes for the usual purposes during the normal operation of the network.

The only type of NCC currently implemented is the fault-injection module. It has its own set of configuration commands. If later on new types of NCCs are added, new sets of configuration commands need to be added for these.

The configuration of each NCC is terminated by a unicast enter-idle-mode frame or wait-for-whistle frame. The former instructs the destination NCC to enter the idle mode, the latter instructs it to enter the wait-for-whistle mode. A component in the idle mode ignores all frames except a configuration-mode frame; in the wait-for-whistle mode, it ignores all frames except a configuration-mode frame; in the wait-for-whistle mode, the latter instructs it to enter the wait-for-whistle mode. A starting-whistle frame is set by the PC to tell all NCCs in the wait-for-whistle mode. A starting-whistle frame is set by the PC to tell all NCCs in the wait-for-whistle mode. A starting-whistle frame is set by the PC to tell all NCCs in the wait-for-whistle mode. A starting-whistle frame is set by the PC to tell all NCCs in the wait-for-whistle mode.

Distinguishing between an idle and a wait-for-whistle mode allows some NCCs to be disabled for a given test.

3. Fault-injection specification

The fault-injection module is configured during the configuration mode is specified in a text file: the fault-injection specification. Figure 1 shows the corresponding Backus-Naur Form (BNF) in ISO/IEC 14977 syntax. The specification has a series of labeled fault-injection configurations, which are a set of key-value pairs, each of which we call a configuration parameter. Note that for brevity’s sake we have omitted from the BNF the new line character that must follow each configuration parameter and the definition of a character string, a natural number, and a boolean, which have their usual definitions.

The configuration parameters indicate what, where, and when to inject. What to inject is given by a fault-injection value, e.g., a dominant bit (stuckDominant) or a given sequence of bits (bitFlip, with the sequence given by value_bfvalue). Where to inject is designated by a target link, e.g., the downlink of port 1 (target_link = port1dw). The specification of when to inject is more complex. First, an aiming condition (aim) indicates a condition that must be satisfied before a fault is injected. For instance, the aiming condition may be the third reception of a specific string (e.g., a dominant bit (stuckDominant) or a given sequence of bits (bitFlip, with the sequence given by value_bfvalue)). Where to inject is designated by a target link, e.g., the downlink of port 1 (target_link = port1dw). The specification of when to inject is more complex.

First, an aiming condition (aim) indicates a condition that must be satisfied before a fault is injected. For instance, the aiming condition may be the third reception of a specific string (e.g., a dominant bit (stuckDominant) or a given sequence of bits (bitFlip, with the sequence given by value_bfvalue)). Where to inject is designated by a target link, e.g., the downlink of port 1 (target_link = port1dw). The specification of when to inject is more complex.

Listing 1. Fault-injection specification BNF.
mode, but the fault-injection value is only injected in those frames that also satisfy the aiming trigger.

Not all syntactically correct specifications are valid semantically. For instance, in the arbitration (ID field) a node’s role is invalid as the role is undetermined until the arbitration ends. Because of lack of space, we do not make these semantic restrictions explicit, but most can be determined by taking into account how the CAN protocol works.

Each configuration parameter is encoded by the PC as a configuration command into one or more CAN frames that have the NCC ID of the destination fault-injection module. To configure the fault-injection module the PC first broadcasts a configuration-mode frame and then the configuration commands. The fault-injection module decodes these commands and configures itself accordingly.

4. Implementation aspects

We implemented the hub’s coupler, CAN, and fault-injection module in VHDL and synthesized them in a Xilinx Spartan-3 XC3S1000 FPGA. For the coupler and CAN module we used components from CANcentrate[2], whereas the fault-injection module is new.

Figure 2 shows the fault-injection module internals. It contains the following submodules. (i) The ID/data extractor extracts the ID and data field from the currently transmitted frame. (ii) The NCC ID filter checks if the ID previously extracted matches the fault-injection module’s NCC ID. If so, it generates a signal that causes the mode indicator and the command interpreter to read the data field from the ID/data extractor. (iii) The mode indicator checks if the data field indicates a mode switch (e.g. from configuration to idle mode) and, if so, signals the new mode to the command interpreter and the executor. (iv) The command interpreter, during the configuration mode, checks if each data field received contains a fault-injection configuration parameter, instead of a mode change. From all the received configuration parameters it builds a physical fault-injection configuration, which is passed to the configurations storage when an appropriate configuration command is received. (v) The configurations storage stores all the fault-injection configurations and makes them available to the executor. (vi) The executor contains a set of programmable configuration executers, which are modules that, during the configuration mode, are each programmed according to one of the stored configurations. During the execution mode these modules perform the fault injection according to how they have been programmed.

5. Example: inconsistent message omission

Figure 3 shows the fault-injection specification used to generate the IMO scenario. Because of space constraints, however, we obviate its description.

6. Related work

In 2003, a physical fault injector for CAN was proposed [6], claimed to be the only one able to generate complex fault scenarios. Thus, here we only consider said injector and the only other physical fault injector for CAN that has been published between 2003 and the date of this writing. The fault injector presented in [6] uses a software tool, called CANfidant, and several individual fault injectors (IFI), which are hardware circuits inserted between the CAN transceiver and CAN controller of each node. This fault injector requires a complete a priori knowledge of the specific frame transmission order on the bus. Assuming this order, CANfidant assists the engineer in the design of
the error scenario by simulating the bit by bit behaviour and generating the instructions for the IFIs. The IFIs then inject each fault by counting the frames from the start of a test and the bits within the target frame. Thus, if the frames are not transmitted in the expected order, which could easily happen in the event-triggered CAN, the injection will be performed incorrectly. In contrast, sfICAN is also able to inject complex fault scenarios, but does not require a priori knowledge of the frame order. Nevertheless, it can also be used together with simulation. For instance, specific scenarios can be simulated with CANfidant and then an appropriate fault-injection specification for sfICAN can be created.

In [4] a fault injector is presented that can be attached to an existing CAN network as a node. Although this has the advantage that it does not require the modification of the network or the nodes’ transceivers, it provides only low spatial resolution for the fault injection since all faults always affect the whole network. Thus, with such an approach inconsistency scenarios, such as those causing IMOs, cannot be injected. Moreover, that fault injector is far less configurable than sfICAN.

7. Conclusions and future work

In this paper we presented sfICAN: a network configurable fault injector based on a star topology that allows the creation of complex fault scenarios by injecting physical faults into a CAN network. The use of a star topology with a central hub, whose links are separated into an uplink and downlink, allows the faults to be injected with high spatial resolution; whereas the CAN module residing inside the hub, which keeps track of what bit within which bit field is currently being broadcast, allows fault injection with high temporal resolution. Moreover, the fact that several different fault-injection configurations can be stored simultaneously in the fault-injection module, and that these can be specified using many different configuration parameters (as illustrated by the BNF shown in Listing 1), makes sfICAN very flexible and potent. Also, it has a low impact on the system under test: it only introduces a short delay, which can be accounted for as an additional transmission delay, and only requires a single CAN ID to be reserved during the normal functioning of the application.

We see two main uses for the fault injector. First, to test how the CAN controllers and software of a CAN network respond to channel faults, in which case modifying the topology to be a star is not relevant since it is not the channel which is tested. Second, using it to test CAN star topologies—in particular the (Re)CANcentrate systems developed under the CANbids project.

The paper also presented the approach of using NCCs for CAN. In general, this approach is very flexible. It allows such components to be added inside the nodes or other devices connected to the CAN network. Using several different types of NCCs a fully automated testing infrastruc-

![Listing 2. Example fault-injection spec.]

uture for CAN can be built.

A particular NCC we plan to add to the hub is a logging module. Its purpose is to capture relevant data during the execution mode of a test and to broadcast this data when polled for it during the configuration mode following the test. Since the logging module would reside inside the hub, it would have a privileged view of the system, and would be able to determine what has been transmitted to and from each node, as well as the internal status information from other modules residing inside the hub. Moreover, after a test, the transmission of these data to the PC would allow us to conveniently analyze them there.
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